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NEW QUESTION: 1
A DMZ is also known as a
A. screened subnet
B. bastion host
C. three legged firewall
D. a place to attract hackers
Answer: A
Explanation:
This is another name for the demilitarized zone (DMZ) of a
network.
"Three legged firewall" is incorrect. While a DMZ can be

implemented on one leg of such a device, this is not the best
answer.
"A place to attract hackers" is incorrect. The DMZ is a way to
provide limited public access to an organization's internal
resources (DNS, EMAIL, public web, etc) not as an attractant
for hackers.
"Bastion host" is incorrect. A bastion host serves as a gateway
between trusted and untrusted network.
References:
CBK, p. 434
AIO3, pp. 495 - 496

NEW QUESTION: 2
When viewing the Advanced Performance Charts in the vSphere Web
Client, what two options determine the amount of historical
data available in the chart? (Choose two.)
A. Collection interval
B. Inventory object
C. Number of metric groups
D. Statistical level
Answer: A,D

NEW QUESTION: 3
A Symantec Endpoint Protection (SEP) administrator creates a
firewall policy to block FTP traffic and assigns the policy to
all of the SEP clients. The network monitoring team informs the
administrator that a client system is making an FTP connection
to a server. While investigating the problem from the SEP
client GUI, the administrator notices that there are zero
entries pertaining to FTP traffic in the SEP Traffic log or
Packet log. While viewing the
Network Activity dialog, there is zero inbound/outbound traffic
for the FTP process.
What is the most likely reason?
A. The server is in the IPS policy excluded hosts list.
B. Peer-to-peer authentication is allowing the traffic.
C. The block rule is below the blue line.
D. The server has an IPS exception for that traffic.
Answer: A

NEW QUESTION: 4
Fly-By-Night Investment Advisers has closed its doors. Which of
the following statements is true?
A. Fly-By-Night must send all records of client transactions
and communications to the state Administrator
for safekeeping.
B. Fly-By-Night must preserve and maintain all records,

including client transactions and communications,
advertising materials, and financial statements of the
now-defunct business for five years.
C. Fly-By-Night is required to shred all documentation of
client transactions and communications.
D. Fly-By-Night must send each of its former clients its
records of all that client's transactions and
communications with the firm over the past five years.
Answer: B
Explanation:
Even after Fly-By-Night has closed its doors, it is required to
preserve and maintain all
records, including client transactions and communications,
advertising materials, and the financial
statements of the business for five years, under the guidelines
of the Uniform Securities Act.
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